development section being replaced by two independent episodes . . . which are complete in themselves'. 10 Piggott's view is prefigured by Geneva Handy Southall, for whom Field replaced the taut thematic constructions of Mozart and Beethoven with 'rambling-type development . . .
[having] only a subtle relationship, if any, with exposition material '. 11 David Branson has similarly noted problems of 'shaping' and 'structural indetermination' in the concerti, offering Field's 'visible difficulties in this respect' as one possible reason for their comparative neglect and ultimately reinforcing a perceived dichotomy of form and content: 'it is [Field's] misfortune that a series of happy ideas . . . cannot alone make a convincing larger work'. 12 The same sentiment is formulated more tactfully by Robin Langley, for whom Field's 'unconventional and often discursive form . . . adapted the rigours of strict sonata structure to accommodate one or more sections of contrasting atmospheric style and tempo', the result being 'a weakening of control over the large span of the opening sonata and closing rondo movements which Field did not always surmount successfully'. 13 Theory, History, and Canon Formation The present study pursues this critical thread of reception, with the twofold aim of reassessing Field's formsçand particularly his first-movement formsçby bringing them into dialogue with recent Formenlehre, and conversely of evaluating modern Formenlehre by testing its capacity to deal with Field's forms. In practice, however, formal and historical judgements are hard to separate, founded as they are on shared but often concealed criteria, which themselves have a discernible history. The critique of form is habitually grounded more or less overtly in normative models: perceptions of structural inadequacy invoke the authority of an ideal type, which is validated through reference to a benchmark repertory. In other words, Field's formal shortcomings obviate the purview of theoretical norms as much as they reveal apparent technical deficiencies. Such judgements are historical, in that works from which norms are derived are usually considered historically paramount, orientating opinions in line with processes of canon formation and their attendant critical and geographical distinctions between margins and centre.
14 As a perceived acme of compositional achievement, sonata forms have proved especially prone to such constructions. At least from Carl Czerny's and A. B. Marx's work onwards, the theory of sonata form has consistently extracted general principles from selective and culturally restricted evidential samples, to the primary end of establishing what William Weber has called the 'pedagogical canon' centred on the Viennese classical triumvirate, a standard beside which Field's cultural mobilityças an Irishman who completed his apprenticeship under Clementi in London between 1793 and 1802 and lived thereafter in St Petersburg and Moscowçseems markedly evasive. 15 By some estimations, the post-classical condition of nineteenth-century sonata forms itself guarantees a kind of marginality. Charles Rosen, for example, construes this repertory as a historically moribund alter ego of the Romantic fragment, the latter embodied in the forms of the piano miniature and the cycle. 16 For Rosen, nineteenth-century composers excelled in literary, dramatic, and characteristic genres, while prolonging the life of classical forms for their prestige rather than their efficacy or stylistic relevance. This process is captured more generously by James Hepokoski's notion of 'deformation', formulated for the nineteenth century as the technique 'of overriding selected defaults of normative pre-and post-Formenlehre practice to produce shapes that can no longer profitably be categorized as mere ''sonatas'''. 17 In these terms, nineteenth-century sonata forms are distinctive for their conversion of a classical genre (the 'genre sonata form') into a reified concept (the 'standard-textbook' sonata). 18 For the first-movement forms of the piano concerto, the theoretical core repertory from the mid-nineteenth century to the present has been predominantly Mozartian, with a secondary outreach towards Beethoven. The Viennese concerto acquired an influential centrality for Czerny and Marx, 19 which is maintained by commentators from Donald Tovey to Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, notwithstanding a fundamental shift of canonical type and function, through which the compositional-pedagogical canon of the nineteenth century transformed into the musicological and musictheoretical canons of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. 20 Such constructions have drawn for additional support on the critique of virtuosity expounded most influentially by Robert Schumann, which denigrated self-serving display and elevated material integration. 21 This manoeuvre is blatant in Tovey's writing, in which the 'true concerto' and the Mozartian concerto are effectively synonymous: 'the number of great works in true concerto form [italics mine] is surprisingly small. . . . And of this small collection a good two-thirds has been contributed by Mozart.' 22 The 'false' concerto, by contrast, is discovered primarily in the works of 'every virtuoso whose imagination is fired by the splendid spectacular effect of a full orchestra as a background for a display of instrumental technique', which 'express little else than that effect', 23 but which gained credibility thanks to the persistence of theories that misunderstand the classical essence of the concerted idea. 24 It transpires, however, that this essence resides in 'the typical artistic idea that is to be found in the concertos of the greatest composers', by which Tovey means the Viennese classicists and above all Mozart, whose K. 503 supplies Tovey's analytical paradigm. 25 The argument courts selfjustification: the authentic principles of concerto first-movement form are both exemplified by and derived from Mozart's concerti, a stratagem no work outside the Viennese classical sphere can hope to penetrate. The net result is that the repertory to which Field contributed is outflanked by a conjunction of theoretical and critical traditions that symbiotically reinforces Austrocentric notions of formal sophistication.
Field and the Performing Canon
One way to test the theoretical credibility of Tovey's 'true concerto' as a basis for assessing Field is to ground it empirically: if, for instance, it could be shown that Field's concerti and their cognate repertory were composed against the background of a performing canon to which Mozart's concerti were central, then their formal disparities could be explained generously as misprisions or critically as incompetence. Yet reconstructions of the concert repertory to which Field was formatively indebtedçwhich was above all that of London in the last decade of the eighteenth century and the early decades of the nineteenth centuryçindicate that Viennese examples had scant canonical purchase before 1820. To critique Field's concerti from a Mozartian perspective is thus to apply a paradigm that had a minimal impact on the circumstances of their production, but which has been elevated ex post facto to the status of a universal principle.
26 Table 1 collates evidence from two sources, Thomas Milligan's and Therese Ellsworth's surveys of London's concert life from 1790 to 1800 and 1801 to 1850 respectively, sampling Field's concerti and those of the ten most frequently performed composers.
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Before 1800, only two performances of Mozart are noted, both by visiting central 1790^1800  2  34  12  8  ç  5  ç  ç  ç  ç  ç  1801^9  2  2  15  12  1  4  ç  ç  ç  ç  ç  1810^19  4  11  17  1  ç  ç  ç  ç  ç  ç  ç  1820^29  13  3  12  4  7  1  14  3  21  ç  ç  1830^39  12  ç  6  ç  16  4  31  18  22  15  15  1840^50  12  ç  ç  1  34  ç  23  44  9  45  19  TOTAL: 4 Europeans (Hummel in 1791 and Haessler in 1792) and both of K. 466. 28 Mozart is substantially eclipsed by Dussek in this decade, of whose concerti Milligan identifies thirty-four performances, and also by Cramer and Steibelt, who amassed twelve and eight performances respectively. As Ellsworth shows, this situation changed after 1819, when the performance of concerti by Mozart and Beethoven was sanctioned by the London Philharmonic Society. 29 Ellsworth's evidence, however, rewards careful scrutiny. Of the 673 performances she records between 1801 and 1850, forty-three are of Mozart, this total excluding seven hybrid concerti performed by Cramer, which mixed movements of his own with those of Mozart, usually K. 491. Yet thirty-seven of these took place after 1820: Ellsworth's and Milligan's surveys combined thus yield only eight performances to this date. Moreover, more than half of the post-1820 concerti were shared between only three pianists: fifteen by Cipriani Potter, seven by Cramer, and four by Sterndale Bennett. To speak of the influence of Mozart in London in this time is, as far as the composition of the performing canon is concerned, to trace the activities of a small group of advocates.
The appraisal shown in Table 2 of the distribution of works for the six most popular composers after 1801 further qualifies Mozart's position. Of the concerti Ellsworth identifies, K. 466 and K. 491 received six performances each, K. 467, K. 482, and K. 503 all appear twice, and all other concerti appear only once. Thus, only K. 466 and K. 491 have any presence before 1820, and (allowing for unidentified concerti) only thirteen are in the repertory before 1850, eight on the strength of one performance. Compare this with Weber, whose three concerted works for piano enjoyed sixty-five performances between 1820 and 1850, an astonishing fifty of which were of the Konzertstu« ck in F minor; it alone accounts for a greater proportion of the repertory than of all of Mozart's concerti together. Mozart is also outnumbered by Hummel (68 performances from 1822), Mendelssohn (60 performances of the two concerti from 1832), and even Moscheles (52 performances between 1822 and 1849). Before 1820, Mozart is also obscured by Cramer (32 performances between 1801 and 1819) and Dussek (13 performances between 1804 and 1820). The situation is in some respects comparable for Beethoven. Ellsworth records fifty-eight performances up to 1850, but only one of these took place before 1820 (the 1805 London premiere of Concerto no. 3) and more than half (34) occurred after 1840. Beethoven's centrality as a concerted composer is, in these terms, primarily a mid-century phenomenon.
Viennese orientation is similarly insufficient in other contexts. Claudia Macdonald, for instance, observes that up to mid-1831, Schumann 'heard no live performances of concertos [by Mozart and Beethoven], may not have known any from score, and ultimately showed no interest in them as models for his own compositions in the genre'. 30 Mozart and Beethoven constituted 'more a distant, emblematic ideal than an immediate, specific influence', contrasting with 'the powerful presence of the virtuoso 28 See Milligan, The Concerto and London's Musical Culture, 54^5 and 56. He notes that 'Concertos by Mozart were heard very seldom in London at this time' (p. 54). 29 The Philharmonic Society's founding objective was to promote 'the best and most approved instrumental music', an agenda that explicitly excluded 'worthless virtuosi concerti', as Louis Spohr put it. See 'Second Prospectus', Programs of the Philharmonic Society, 1 (1813), quoted in Ellsworth, 'The Piano Concerto in London Concert Life', 26; Spohr's description is cited ibid. 28. The end of the prohibition was signalled by a concert of 26 Apr. 1819, at which a Mr Beale performed an unspecified concerto by Mozart. The concerti of Mozart and Beethoven were admitted on the grounds that they were regarded as symphonic rather than concerted music; see ibid. 31^5. 30 This evidence admittedly needs to be understood in conjunction with other modes of dissemination, most obviously the circulation of editions and manuscript copies. Editions of Mozart's concerti emerged piecemeal before 1820: ten concerti were published by Johann Anton Andre¤ from 1792 and twenty by Breitkopf and Ha« rtel between 1800 and 1804. 35 After 1820, new editions were prepared by Hummel, Kalkbrenner, Cramer, and Potter, in which the solo parts were systematically recomposed to reflect contemporary pianistic taste. They evince less the acknowledgement of a compositional precedent and more the reformulation of Mozart in the image of the virtuoso concerto. In all, the history of the editions in this time does not reflect a pre-existing centrality, but rather a process of reception, the outcome of which was a mid-century canonical security. The impact of manuscript transmission is nebulous at best; if Mozart's practices were disseminated in London by these means before 1820, they left their mark neither on the performing canon nor (as we shall see) on prevailing formal habits.
Field's reported attitude towards Mozart and Beethoven hardly corroborates an underlying Viennese influence. Piggott, for example, asserts that 'there is no record that [Field] ever played any of Beethoven's piano concertos in public', and that according to Alexander Dubuk, Field referred to Beethoven's piano music contemptuously as 'German dishcloth' ('le torchon Allemand'). 36 Field was similarly ambivalent about Mozart's keyboard music, neglecting it in his teaching in favour of music by prominent contemporaries, especially Hummel, Kalkbrenner, Moscheles, and Cramer. 37 Field was, in contrast, much engaged with the virtuoso repertory stemming from the London School, and especially Dussek and Steibelt, with whose concerti he became familiar during his apprenticeship in the 1790s. 39 the major problem for any analyst approaching Field's concerto firstmovement forms from the perspective of mainstream Formenlehre is that both these works and the models on which they draw largely pre-date this reception. The geographically variable delay between the composition of Viennese examples and their admission to the repertory problematizes their adoption as a general archetype. If we wish to do justice to Field, and indeed to the corpus of piano concerti from Dussek to Schumann, then we need to theorize concerted forms in a much more historically and empirically sensitive manner.
THEORIES OF CONCERTO FIRST-MOVEMENT FORM
A comprehensive response to this problem requires a detailed survey of the performing canon for this period (insofar as it can be reconstructed) for the major European centres of concerted composition, the distribution of formal practices it exhibits, and the formal theories we habitually employ to explain them. For the present purposes, we might more realistically explore how the theory of concerto first-movement form can be reformulated to accommodate Field's concerti and related repertory, and scrutinize marked divergences between this practice and Viennese paradigms.
The changing priorities of the theory of concerto first-movement form from the eighteenth century onwards were seminally appraised by Jane R. Stevens. 40 Assessing conceptions from Scheibe and Quantz, through Koch, Vogler, Czerny, A. B. Marx, and Tovey to Edwin R. Simon, Stevens identifies several pivotal changes of perspective. The transition from eighteenth-to nineteenth-century perceptions, embodied in the work of Vogler and Koch, is for her marked by the emergence of harmonically orientated thinking and the tendency to associate the form with other instrumental designs, chiefly sonata form. 41 Marx's work in turn indicates the point at which 'the concerto at last lost its formal independence' and became subsumed as a sonata-type genre. 42 The contrary idea that concerto first-movement form properly stands apart from symphonic forms was influentially championed by Tovey, who cautioned against according the first ritornello excessive 'symphonic weight' and rejected its expositional status. 43 Stevens ultimately noted the emerging historicism of her own time, especially in the work of Simon, who dissociated concerted and symphonic forms on the grounds of their independent development out of Baroque precedents. Subsequently, scholars of both historicist and presentist persuasions have reformulated these debates with specific reference to Mozart. 45 The extent to which the field remains contested is illustrated through comparison of two recent, contrasted approaches. Echoing Simon, William E. Caplin considers the Marxian view of the form as a sonata variant to be fundamentally problematic:
[C]oncerto form has often been seen as a derivative [of sonata form] and has thus been described as containing three partsçexposition, development, recapitulationçin which the first part is preceded by an orchestral introduction. . . .This view of the concerto cum sonata has its attractions but is misleading in a number of respects. In particular, it ignores the historical development of the classical concerto out of sources distinct from the sonata. Moreover, it fails to take into account a number of compositional procedures that clearly are vestiges of the older ritornello form. 46 Instead, Caplin theorizes a normative six-part design, comprising three solo sections conveying sonata-type functions, framed and punctuated by three ritornelli, which betray the form's Baroque genealogy. The difficulty here is, of course, that the first ritornello often has expositional characteristics. Caplin, however, maintains that it commonly differs in two crucial aspects, which weaken the sonata analogy: it projects no structural modulation; and the subordinate theme is frequently more 'tight-knit' than a real expositional second theme, which is to say that it is often singular, self-contained, and cadentially closed. 47 This reduced expositional function is compounded by the second ritornello, which is 'allowed to participate in the tonal conflict lying at the heart of the form' only by reverting to first-ritornello material in the non-tonic key confirmed by the solo exposition. 48 Altogether, Caplin associates classical (and specifically Mozartian) concerto first-movement form with its sister genres primarily through its origins in a common Viennese syntax, rather than through membership of a broader class of sonata forms.
In contrast, the form's sonata inclination is privileged by James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy to the extent that they classify it as one of five basic classical sonata types and one of two exhibiting a hybrid character (the other being the rondo, or 'type-4' sonata). For the concerted, or 'type-5', sonata, this hybridization arises from the conflation of ritornello form and the type-3, or 'standard ''textbook''', sonata, producing six common 'subtypes', of which Hepokoski and Darcy identify two as typically Mozartian. 49 These in turn reduce to a seven-part normative model, summarized in Table 3 . There are two obvious discrepancies between the type-5 model and Caplin's perspective. Most obviously, Caplin does not recognize a fully-fledged retransitional or recapitulatory ritornello (R3). Secondly, although Hepokoski and Darcy reiterate R1's monotonal character, the central role played by the concept of rotation in their theory (the idea that expositions establish a referential thematic order, which the other parts of the form 'rotate') restores to it at least a 'proto-expositional' status. 50 For them, R1 has three essential functions: an introductory/anticipatory function', through which it prefigures the solo exposition in 'embryonic' form; an 'expositional-rhetoric function', arising from the fact that R1 is 'rhetorically structured as a non-modulating exposition'; and a 'referential-layout function', supplying a rotational thematic ordering on which the soloist builds. 51 Hepokoski and Darcy capture the detail of this structure by melding terminology designed to explain the ritornello^solo alternation with their type-3 vocabulary, producing a quasi-algebraic symbology. Since R1 and S1 resemble a double exposition, they invoke the normative defaults of the type-3 sonataçthe primary theme (P), subordinate theme (S), transition (TR), closing section (C), and the significant structural cadences, particularly the medial caesura (MC), essential expositional closure (EEC), and its tonic recapitulatory transposition as the essential structural closure (ESC)çwith which they are consequently fused. 52 Thus, a first theme introduced into R1 and maintained in S1 emerges as R1:\P, while S1:\P indicates a fresh solo primary theme. S1 may depart further from R1 through the adoption of a distinctive initial gesture (the 'S1 preface'), freely varied transitional material (the S1:\TR ' sujet libre'), fresh S material, which either coexists with, or else usurps, R1's second theme, and the addition of a display episode ('DE') as closing section ('S1:\DE'). Because both S1:\DE and R2 will respectively iterate and reiterate an EEC, we have to distinguish S1:\EEC and R2:\EEC. And because the structural cadences on which S1 and R2 culminate are prefigured, albeit in the tonic, in R1, the trajectory of the exposition is in a sense duplicated and therefore rendered more complex than its type-3 relative.
The problems of applying these models to early nineteenth-century concerti become clear when we compare them with the formal archetype for the virtuoso concerto advanced by John Rink, drawing on the work of Isabella Amster, appraised in Table 4 . 53 This model is not comprehensive. Its description of the whole of the first ritornello (or T 1 in Rink's terms) and solo section as far as the first Spielepisode as prolonging the tonic glosses over the frequent use of a modulating first ritornello. Moreover, the solo first theme very often segments into a bravura preface and a more or less self-contained cantabile episode, combining nocturne-like accompaniments with elaborate bel canto figuration, which precede the transition and are frequently unrelated to the orchestra's first theme. The exclusion of the third ritornello (Rink's T 3 ) from the sonata design also seems hasty, given that in many cases (Dussek's Op. 70, Field's 50 Hepokoski and Darcy define rotation thus: 'Rotational structures are those that extend through musical space by recycling one or more times . . . a referential thematic pattern established as an ordered succession at the piece's outset. ' concerti nos. 4 and 7, and Chopin's Op. 11, for instance), it plainly initiates the recapitulation.
Comparison with Caplin and Hepokoski and Darcy is nonetheless instructive. Rink's exclusion of the first and third ritornelli from the sonata design accords with Caplin, whose formal functions and types also remain relevant, even if their concatenation is sometimes eccentric by Viennese-classical standards. On the other hand, the resulting subordination of the ritornelli to the sonata action reinforces Hepokoski and Darcy's observation, following Lindeman, of the tendency up to 1850 to reduce the sonata-ritornello hybrid to a unitary sonata. 54 Some of sonata theory's labels are also plainly transferable, for example its designations for ritornelli and solo sections (R1, S1, and so forth) and its terms specifying solo divergences from R1, especially the solo 'preface' and the 'display episode', the latter corresponding to Rink's second Spielepisode. The medial caesura and the cadential landmarks of the 'essential sonata trajectory' likewise persist, although their distribution and articulation are sometimes clouded by strategies of elision and deferral. Other features have no sonata-theoretical or formal-functional parallel. The display episodes are notably more numerous, comprising TR as well as C in S1 and TR in the recapitulation (Rink's 'finale' and the virtuoso section of the development often have much in common with the Spielepisoden). More strikingly, R4 (Rink's T 4 ) contains no punctuating cadenza.
Such questions of compatibility complement the disparity of modern theoretical and contemporary performing canons identified above. They are consequently not simply theoretical differences of opinion, but map onto and reflect shifts of historical perspective and compositional priority, which cannot be explained away as deformations of an authentic Viennese scheme; to regard early nineteenth-century practices as such is nevertheless to maintain a theoretical norm that may in this case be of dubious historical provenance.
FIELD AND CONCERTO FIRST-MOVEMENT FORM: THREE STUDIES
Enlarging on Lindeman's brief survey of Field's formal habits, 55 I isolate three practices here that graphically illustrate Field's distance from Mozart: the modulating first ritornello; thematic relationships between the first ritornello and the solo exposition; and recapitulatory truncation. For the most part, the objective is not to reject theoretical models wholesale, but rather to identify the limits of their applicability and introduce concomitant modifications. The analyses employ a variant of Caplin's terminology, the syntactic focus of which is advantageous because it permits description apart from any implied hierarchy of sonata-specific norms. Sonata-theoretical terms are retained where useful, but without their associated apparatus of generic defaults. Four functional levels are described: two categories of large-scale function (ritornello^solo succession, or R1, S1, and so forth; exposition^development^recapitulation^coda), inter-thematic function (A, TR, B, RT, C/DE) and intra-thematic function/type (periods, sentences, hybrids, model-sequence structures, and suchlike). 55 See Lindeman, Structural Novelty and Tradition, 29^30. Lindeman notes three ways in which Field's first movements diverge from Mozart: the modulating R1, distinct ritornello and solo first-and sometimes second-group material, and extensive chromatic digressions in the closing sections. 56 The distinction between inter-and intra-thematic functions is elaborated in Caplin, Classical Form, 17.
inter-thematic functionçfor example differing R1 and S1 A themesçis designated with an integer suffix (A1, A2), and repetitions with a superscript integer suffix (A 1 ). Sonata theory's label for the second group (S) is rejected because it risks tautology (S1 A1 is more elegant than S1 S1). Tonal plots and the distribution of structural cadences are traced at the bottom of each table. Filled arrows at this level indicate processes of modulation; open arrowheads signify cadential elision.
The Modulating R1
The modulating first ritornello has had a mixed reception. Tovey traced its origins to the non-tonic R1 B themes in Beethoven's first three concerti and identified it as an 'error', 57 which inappropriately imported a symphonic strategy into a concerted form, leaving 'nothing essential for the pianoforte to add when its time comes'. 58 For Tovey, this mistake was perpetuated through the adoption of the Concerto no. 3 as a model by subsequent composers, assisted perhaps by Czerny's paradigmatic use of it in the School of Practical Composition, even though Beethoven had reverted to the monotonal scheme favoured by Mozart by the time of the 'Emperor' Concerto. 59 Lindeman addresses Beethoven's 'error' as one instance of post-Mozartian 'harmonic digression', rightly observing that 'the key of the secondary theme [in R1] is anything but certain in the concertos of Mozart's successors in the late eighteenth and early to mid-nineteenth centuries'. 60 He classifies the modulating R1 as one of three common digressive strategies, the others occurring in the S1 transition and the aftermath of the second theme's presentation. 61 Milligan considers this issue with specific reference to Dussek, effectively turning Tovey's argument on its head:
Since the cantabile [subordinate] theme is in the dominant in the first solo section, there is a sense of resolution when it appears in the tonic in the recapitulation. To present the theme in the tonic in the opening tutti before it is heard in the dominant in the first solo tends to negate the tension inherent in presenting material in a non-tonic tonality. If the theme is in the dominant in the first tutti section, there is no premature tonicization to detract from the resolution in the recapitulation.
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Milligan's London orientation itself problematizes Tovey's view, because it makes clear that the modulating ritornello does not originate with Beethoven: it can be traced at least to Dussek's Op. 15 of 1787; examples coeval with Beethoven's early concerti include the first three of Cramer, composed between 1795 and 1801, and of Daniel Steibelt, written between 1796 and 1799. 63 Rather, Beethoven adopted a practice that gained currency in London in the 1790s and was sustained throughout the nineteenth century in concerti from Hummel to Brahms. Milligan's comments, moreover, obviate Beethoven's 'error' as a question of where redundancy should be located, not of whether R1 courts redundancy or not: a modulating R1 anticipates S1; a nonmodulating R1 anticipates the recapitulation. Mozart's solution reduces R1's expositional analogy by adumbrating the recapitulation; those of Dussek and others juxtapose an R1 modulation that is cancelled and an S1 modulation that is not.
Field composed a modulating R1 for five of his seven concerti, nos. 1 (1799), 2 (1810), 3 (published 1816; date of completion uncertain), 4 (1812^15), and 7 (1832, although the first movement was completed in 1822). He adopts two basic variants: either A is reprised in the tonic before the soloist enters; or the non-tonic end of B is linked to the tonic solo entry via a modulating retransition. These two strategies have different formal consequences. The first sets up a distinctly un-Mozartian functional ambiguity: because the first theme frames R1, a tension arises between the implication of a tonally open sonata exposition and a closed ternary design, in which the second group functions as a contrasting middle section. 64 The second variant places an additional burden on the solo entry that is also absent in Mozart's concerti: since the rhetoric of closure in R1 favours a non-tonic key, the soloist must reassert the tonic before retracing and sustaining a tonal trajectory from which R1 has retreated.
The ternary model is applied most straightforwardly in Concerto no. 1/i, the R1 of which is summarized in Table 5 . Theme A comprises a sentential period, yielding to a transition culminating with a standing on V/V. Theme B is also periodic and tonally closed by a dominant perfect cadence, but the expected C section is replaced by a four-bar retransition and R1 ends with a condensed return of A in the tonic.
Concerti nos. 2 and 4 apply a more elaborate variant of the same scheme, in which a retransition and tonic A 1 follow a complete non-tonic B theme and C section. In Concerto no. 2's R1 (appraised in Table 6 ), the distinction between C and RT is blurred, because C occurs over a standing on V, and the post-cadential progression above it, which is a variant of Robert Gjerdingen's 'quiescenza' schema, is consistently shaded with tonic and b 6 inflections. 65 The framing return of A is in turn left cadentially incomplete and is thereby elided with the solo entry. Field's most expansive ternary R1, summarized in Table 7 , appears in Concerto no. 4. Here, the dominant B theme is succeeded by a fourteen-bar post-cadential C section. An eleven-bar RT then ushers in a tonic reprise of A, with which it is however elided, because A enters before RT's bass motion has been completed. This design is varied in Concerto no. 7; as Table 8 explains, C-section rhetoric here informs a multi-part RT (bb. 75^94) that prepares A's tonic return. There is, however, a complication, illustrated by the bass diagram in Ex. 1. Field plays both common B-theme minor-mode sonata-form tonalities off against each other, preparing and evading v in TR before establishing III, and only resolving V/v at the start of the G major nocturne commencing the development. Concerto no. 3's R1 adopts the second strategy identified above. There is no full reprise of A; instead, as Table 9 shows, R1 closes with a brief four-bar C section, followed by an eight-bar A-based RT preparing the tonic solo entry.
Even when Field favours a non-modulating R1, as in concerti nos. 5 and 6, some distinctive procedures emerge. In Concerto no. 6, R1 TR effects a modulation to iii and an apparent B theme begins in bar 52, which, however, corrects to the tonic via V for the B theme proper at bar 61, the resulting double caesura resembling sonata theory's 'trimodular block', or segmentation of the exposition by two medial caesurae. 66 More surprisingly, the soloist then interjects at bar 84 between B's concluding perfect cadence and C, pre-empting the real solo entry, which commences twenty-seven bars later. A weaker feint towards iii occurs in Concerto no. 5: here, R1 TR ends at bar 58 with a mediant half-close caesura, but the modulation is eliminated in the first phrase of theme B, which ultimately cadences in the tonic. The fact that concerti nos. 5 and 6 share a tonic suggests an affiliation between key choice and R1 design.
R1/S1 Relationships A further aspect of Field's first movements that is both consistent and distinct from Mozart is his preference for shared B-theme and variant A-theme material between R1 and S1. In fourteen of Mozart's piano-concerto first movements, the soloist introduces one or more B themes not presented in R1. 67 According to Hepokoski and Darcy, Mozart's most common technique for expanding S1 B 'is to make use of the trimodular-block procedure', through which an additional medial caesura prefaces fresh subordinate ideas, often before R1's B theme appears.
68 New S1 B themes can, however, also simply replace their R1 counterparts, as in the first movement of K. 503, where S1 comprises a transitional sujet libre and a new B theme, whereas the recapitulation follows S1 B1 with R1 B, now elaborated by the soloist. Mozart's most substantial S1 divergence perhaps occurs in K. 491, where R1 B is displaced in S1 by two novel B themes. The recapitulation then deploys all of R1's and S1's B themes in reverse order: the expositional R1 B^S1 B1^S1 B2 succession is reprised in S3 as S1 B2^S1 B1^R1 B.
Field, in contrast, never deploys a double medial caesura to articulate S1's B-group material and R1 B is always S1 B. At the same time, only Concerto no. 2 betrays any A-theme correspondence between R1 and S1. The S1 preface is a heavily embellished variant of R1 A: Field fuses prefatory rhetoric with the function of an S1 A-theme presentation. Otherwise, his overwhelming preference in S1 A is for a distinct preface, which leads on to a new cantabile episode.
69 This is embryonic in Concerto no. 1/i, shown in Ex. 2. Here, a nine-bar preface (A1, bb. 72^80) precedes a ten-bar cantabile episode (A2, bb. 81^90) characterized by a notturno accompaniment and increasingly decorated new material, after which TR follows immediately, delineated by a perfect cadence and a turn to brillant figuration. Concerto no. 3's solo entry shuns bravura display, but nevertheless departs from R1 material; concerti nos. 4, 5, and 7 all employ a bravura S1 preface having no material link to R1. Concerto no. 6 varies this pattern in two ways: the soloist enters prematurely in R1 B, as noted above; and S1 begins not with the archetypal bravura preface, but with a piano extension of R1's closing material in bare octaves. This, however, turns out to be a delaying tactic: the rhetoric of the bravura preface is reserved for bars 136^45, where the preceding solo material is interrupted by an extrovert gesture having no R1 correspondence.
Concerti nos. 2 and 3 share a further distinctive practice: both introduce a caesura within S1's A group, or between it and TR, which is more emphatic than that preceding B. In Concerto no. 2, the tonic full-close caesura delineating A and TR in bars 108^9 rounds off a post-cadential extension of the perfect cadence attained in bars 103^4. The half-bar general pause that follows leaves S1 A rhetorically isolated; TR begins in bar 110 with a further variant of A. The caesura articulating the start of B is, in contrast, prolonged by an elaborate seven-bar solo caesura fill, which evolves out of the display episode rhetoric of TR.
Recapitulatory Truncation
All of Field's seven concerti tend towards recapitulatory truncation: that is, they reduce expositional models in the recapitulation to an extent far exceeding Mozartian or Beethovenian precedent. Mozart's recapitulations often conflate elements of R1 and S1; their basic formal-functional succession tends, however, to be left intact, for which reason it is more appropriate to write of compression in situations where shortening occurs. Beethoven's recapitulations are sometimes more concise, especially in the earlier concerti: in Concerto no. 1, the recapitulation of A and TR together comprises only twenty-four bars, as opposed to forty-eight bars in S1; in Concerto no. 2, the equivalent passage occupies twenty-seven bars, contrasting thirty-eight bars in S1; in Concerto no. 3, A and TR occupy fifty-three bars in S1 and thirty-one bars in the recapitulation. In each case, however, all inter-thematic functions are preserved. Table 10 compares expositional and recapitulatory A-group and TR lengths in Field's seven concerti. Concerto no. 1 contains the most extreme truncation: the A-theme reprise is simply omitted and RT proceeds directly to the tonic return of B, which means that S2 spans both development and recapitulation. 70 Concerti nos. 3, 4, and 5 exhibit reduced conflations of R1 and S1. In Concerto no. 3, R1 A is immediately succeeded by S1 A1, which now functions additionally as a brief transition, so that A1 and TR shrink from eighty-eight bars in S1 to eighteen in S3. Concerto no. 4's recapitulation begins with R1 TR, after which S1's preface and cantabile episode lead directly into B, without any reference to the S1 TR. Concerto no. 5's recapitulation similarly starts with R1 TR and this again leads to a return of the S1 preface, which is conflated with a brief TR preparing B in a span of just twenty-four bars. Concerto no. 6 is more radical, omitting B completely and moving from the reprise of S1 A1 and TR to C1 in twenty-nine bars (compare this with the leisurely 112 bars required to get to B in S1).
Concerti nos. 2 and 7 display comparable A-theme truncation strategies. Ex. 3 shows the A-group recapitulation in Concerto no. 2 and explains its derivation from R1 and S1. Field splices together the modified antecedent of R1 A and the consequent of S1 A, and then halts the cantabile episode prematurely on V. The entire transition (32 bars) is then jettisoned and B commences obliquely in E major (enharmonic b VI). The truncation in Concerto no. 7 is more abrupt, even if the tonal relation of A and B is more conventional. R1 A is recapitulated as R3 from bar 470, after which S1's entire A group and TR (71 bars) are replaced by a four-bar TR leading straight into B, now transposed into the tonic major at bar 489.
CONTEXT AND INFLUENCE: TWO STUDIES
The extent to which these practices are typical becomes clear when we survey first movements from Dussek to Schumann. In lieu of more detailed consideration, I trace suggestive parallels in two areas: a contextualization of Field's R1 designs within a general overview of the repertory; a study of one tangible instance of intertextuality in Field's Concerto no. 7 and Schumann's Piano Concerto Op. 54.
The Modulating R1 in Context
As might be expected for works composed against the background of an apprenticeship in London in the 1790s, Field's R1 designs owe much to those of his London-school contemporaries. Table 11 summarizes R1 in the first movement of Dussek's Op. 14, completed in 1791. Correspondences with Field's practice are manifold. Dussek also writes a modulating R1, employing the ternary design favoured in Field's concerti nos. 1, 2, 4, and 7. Like that of Field's Concerto no. 1, Dussek's A theme comprises a sentential period, followed by a transition segmenting into a sequential modulation and a standing on V rounded off with a half-close dominant medial caesura in V. Like Field's Concerto no. 4, Dussek's R1 separates B and A 1 by means of a fully worked out C and an RT returning to the tonic.
The modulating R1 remains widespread in the first half of the nineteenth century and persists in later repertory (Brahms's Piano Concerto no. 2 supplies a well-known instance). Dussek retained it for his final Concerto, Op. 70 of 1810, the R1 of which contains a sentential presentation of B in V (bb. 59^69), an eight-bar dominant C, and a four-bar RT, after which A is restated in I at bar 82 and a tonic C section ensues from bar 93. The practice was adopted by Moscheles, who applied it with particular concision in his Concerto no. 1 of 1818. He composes a twelve-bar R1 A, consisting of a statement, response, and reiterated cadence. A four-bar TR follows, concluding in bars 15^16 with a rapidly engineered perfect cadence in V, preparing a sentential B, which is cadentially closed in bars 27^8. The A theme is then reprised verbatim from bar 33 via a five-bar retransitional standing on V/I and R1 concludes with a C section designed as an eleven-bar post-cadential extension of A's perfect cadence.
Modulating ternary R1s are also common in minor-key movements. A variant of the design adopted in Field's Concerto no. 7 is found in the first movement of Daniel Steibelt's Concerto no. 7 in E minor, published in 1816 and summarized in Table 12. 71 Steibelt, like Field, distinguishes his abbreviated A 1 from the following C by an emphatic perfect cadence. The subsumption of the non-tonic C into RT also anticipates Field: B has no C of its own; rather, RT begins life as a potential B-theme continuation, which shuns a perfect cadence in favour of motion towards V/i.
Adopting a broader view, Table 13 appraises the distribution of modulating and non-modulating R1 designs in sixty first movements from the period 1787^1850, encompassing not only concerti in the London sphere but also Parisian works such as Herz's first four concerti, cognate repertory including Chopin's Opp. 11 and 21, and central European examples by Hummel and Weber. 72 The majority of composers prefer the modulating R1: forty-four movements contain a non-tonic R1 B. Two composers make more or less equal use of both models: Dussek writes seven modulating and eight monotonal ritornelli; Chopin employs one of each (Op. 21 modulates, Op. 11 does not, although the latter is of course distinguished by its tonic-major B and C in S1). Some composers overwhelmingly prefer the modulating R1. Herz and Steibelt always use it in concerti having a recognizable R1; Cramer writes a non-modulating R1 only once, as does Hummel, despite his pedagogical debt to Mozart, and also Beethoven, whose only unequivocally monotonal R1 is that of Op. 73. Moreover, when a composer does not adopt this strategy, it is not always because he favours a monotonal R1. Kalkbrenner's Concerto no. 4, for instance, replaces the full R1 with a brief orchestral prelude, to which the distinction is not applicable. Only Weber adheres consistently to the monotonal model, perhaps reflecting an allegiance to Mozartian precedent.
Intertextuality: Field's Concerto no. 7 and Schumann's Piano Concerto, Op. 54 Consistencies of design are not only apparent in this repertory at a general level of formal-functional convention, but also in more localized processes of creative reception. One salient instance is revealed by comparing the first movements of Field's Concerto no. 7 and Schumann's Piano Concerto, Op. 54. 73 Both movements initiate their development sections with a self-contained nocturne episode; the start of each is displayed in Ex. 4. The material and formal similarities here are reinforced by documentary evidence. In an 1836 article for the Neue Zeitschrift fu« r Musik, Schumann voiced his admiration for Field's Concerto, professing that 'I can think of hardly anything sensible to say . . . except unending praise' and continuing, 'I shall happily let [Field] bind my eyes and hands, if only to express my total surrender, and my willingness to follow EX. 4. End of tutti and start of nocture episodes in (a) Field, Concerto no. 7/i, and (b) Schumann, Op. 54/i (a) (continued) him blindly'. 74 Significantly, Schumann singled out for special comment 'a moonlight nocturne ''woven of rosedust and lily-snow''' in the first movement, 'which reminded me of old Zelter and how, in a certain passage in The Creation he found the moonrise and, ironically rubbing his hands in the time-honoured gesture, exclaimed blissfully: ''This fellow will make a name for himself!'''. 75 Neither the Field nor the Schumann literature has duly considered this relationship. Engel and Piggott both acknowledge Schumann's enthusiasm: Piggott notes the correspondence with Op. 54; 76 Engel does not, and unfortunately misidentifies the key of Field's Concerto as E minor. 77 Lindeman also links Schumann's positive reception of Field's Concerto with the first movement of Op. 54, without addressing Schumann's critical identification of the nocturne or tracing the modelling of the one on the other; and following Piggott, he distinguishes Field's nocturne from Schumann's on the grounds that the former is 'completely unrelated to the primary theme'. 78 Langley only goes so far as to observe that Schumann's 'many eulogistic reviews of Field's music suggest a thorough knowledge of it, particularly of Concerto no. 7, the autograph full score of which he studied: hence the slower interlude in the first movement, the intermezzo style for a central movement . . . and the waltz-rhythm finale, which his own piano concerto shares'. 79 Macdonald cites Schumann's article as evidence of a shared interest in the developmental nocturne episode, but does not compare the two first movements extensively, stressing instead Schumann's debt to Field's Finale. 80 This neglect is unfortunate, because Field's precedent is crucial to an understanding both of the formal strategy of Schumann's first movement and its broader obligation to the virtuoso concerto. The precise analogy between the two nocturnes' formal locations is meaningful not only because it signals the former as a precursor of the latter, but also because, as Macdonald observes, both movements access and expand a preference for the nocturne-like development 'pre-core' (to adopt Caplin's term), which originated with Dussek and subsequently acquired the status of a convention. 81 They also substantially increase the episode's formal independence. Field's nocturne, which was subsequently published separately as the Nocturne no. 12, turns out to be a dislodged slow movement and as such establishes a limited strategy of double functionality: the Concerto is a three-movement cycle, which resembles a two-movement cycle because the second movement is interpolated within the first. 82 Schumann's invocation of the same idea loses some of its impact in Op. 54, which of course also includes an intermezzo second movement, but is keenly felt in the first movement's original incarnation as the single-movement Phantasie of 1841. 83 Together, Field and Schumann furnish early examples of two of Hepokoski's Formenlehre deformations: the 'episode within development space' and the 'four movements within a single movement' paradigm. 84 In both cases, the ambiguity of form and cycle capitalizes on the implied generic self-sufficiency of an imported piano miniature: the nocturne, having been absorbed into concerto first-movement form, is then allowed to regain something of its independence.
At the same time, pace Piggott and Lindeman, both nocturnes are formally integrated by thematic means. As Ex. 5 explains and as numerous commentators have EX. 5. Schumann, Op. 54/i, derivation of nocturne from A theme observed, Schumann's nocturne theme is a truncated variant of his A theme; Schumann adapts A's basic idea as an antecedent phrase in its own right, the transposed repetition of which, beginning at bar 160, produces an antecedent^consequent presentation. 85 The sequential continuation in bars 164^70 is constructed from variants of A's initial 3À1 descent, marked 'x' in Ex. 5. Bars 171^8 introduce new material against a bass derived in part from this continuation, and it is recalled again in the cadential phrase in bars 179^84.
Field engineers a similar, if admittedly freer derivation, clarified in Ex. 6. His nocturne also begins with a period, the antecedent of which preserves his first theme'ŝ 3À1 descent (here identified as 'y') in its basic idea, albeit without its characteristic suspension of3 over V; the start of the consequent then naturally preserves 'y' in an elaborated form. The rest of the nocturne is more rhapsodic, but the distribution of motivic variants, appraised in Ex. 7, still broadly anticipates Schumann: bars 311^15 comprise a modulating continuation making free use of 'y' and its embellished variants; 'y' is more heavily disguised, but nonetheless present, in bars 314^19; and the component marked 'y1' in Ex. 6 is reanimated as the structural cadence in bars 324^5. The similarity of the two A themes is noteworthy in itself: the crucial Hauptmotiv is in both cases a3À1 line, embellished with 6^5 and 7^6 suspensions by Field and with a i 6^3 anticipation by Schumann. Table 14 reveals that Schumann's modelling is not only a matter of formal positioning and thematic derivation; it also embraces phrase-structural organization, as if Schumann took Field's nocturne as a functional template. Both nocturnes commence with an antecedent^consequent presentation ('part 1' in Table 14) , followed by a two-part continuation ('part 2'), comprising fresh material in Field's case and a further variant of the A theme for Schumann. The similarities of material and tessitura between the respective third parts are especially striking: both supply the melodic apex of the nocturne, elaborating a5À3 descent (standing on V/V in Field and IV/ b I in Schumann) before proceeding towards a cadence. The end of Schumann's nocturne is more compressed than Field's: Field closes with an expanded cadence spun out of a loose variant of 'y' and a coda; Schumann provides no coda, instead eliding a cadential phrase based on part 2 with the ensuing allegro.
Once these correspondences are acknowledged, suggestive affinities emerge elsewhere in the movements. There are, for example, similarities in the first part of the development core, which in both cases sequences a piano flourish derived from the exposition: Field returns to his solo preface; Schumann to his movement's exordium. A further parallel arises between the two retransitions, both of which elaborate a dominant pedal with a descending chromatic sequence, terminating with a resolution onto i at the start of the recapitulation and a tutti presentation of A.
CONCLUSIONS: ALTERNATIVE HISTORIES OF CONCERTO FIRST-MOVEMENT FORM
The evidence collected here, although hardly comprehensive, is sufficient to expose prevailing, lazily critical attitudes to Field's first-movement forms as inadequate to the task of explaining either their formal processes or historical significance. Adopting a species of historical relativism, we might instead regard Field as the victim of an epistemic shift, underscored by the sheer contrast between Schumann's prolix and present indifference, which imposed aesthetic priorities that were alien to Field's compositional mentality. This has been defined by Dahlhaus as a transition from 'the primacy of virtuosity' to 'the principle of interpretation' founded on 'musical logic', a progression recently appraised with some regret by Dana Gooley, who notes that critics hostile towards virtuosity imposed 'symphonic values . . . on a public that was initially gravitating towards music of virtuoso character'. 86 And although Schumann was instrumental in this critique, his enthusiasm for Field betrays a lingering trace of the older aesthetic, on the cusp of which we must situate his critical response. In this respect, Field's fall from grace reflects the demise not simply of a corpus of works, but of an entire 'mode of cognition', as Dahlhaus puts it, which any revisionist agenda must ultimately seek to reconstruct.
I would, however, hesitate to embrace the 'strong' historicism that is the natural theoretical correlate of this argument: the assertion, recently elaborated with particular dexterity in Gjerdingen's study of the Galant style, that past repertories are best analysed in terms of contemporaneous theory or pedagogy. 87 It is not at all clear, for instance, that the rough contemporaneity of Koch's model of concerto first-movement form and examples by Dussek, Field, and others of itself guarantees the analytical efficacy of the former in dealing with the latter, unless we believe in some kind of encompassing Zeitgeist that they all reflect, a Hegelian notion to which no card-carrying historicist would subscribe. Moreover, to reject theoretical anachronism is not to peel back the subsequent accretion of perspectives, but rather to accrue an ethic of reconstruction, which is itself essentially anachronistic. The idea that the past supplies its own analytical 'best practice' would after all be unintelligible to eighteenth-century composers, insomuch as they would have recognized the analysis of old music as meaningful at all. Strong historicism also betrays a uniquely postmodern suspicion of the present's right of response, as if the development of novel theoretical attitudes somehow violates music's historically enshrined essence. But we can surely honour historical particularity without concomitantly banishing the theoretical creativity, which, as Borges beautifully describes it, constitutes 'the normal respiration of the intelligence'. 88 Instead, I advocate the mediation of critical relativism with a kind of empiricism, which holds presentist theories responsible to the distribution and likely interrelation of forms in their historical contexts and dissolves general paradigms into context-specific models, paying attention to localized empirical data and analytically tangible lines of dissemination. We need not, with Gjerdingen, dismantle entirely the concept of form; and we may perfectly well adapt modern theories, in situations where they do not conflict and represent adequately the nature of practice. Such theories become problematic when they are considered normative beyond the historically bounded sample repertory on which they are evidentially dependent. In these terms, the development of first-movement form in the early nineteenthcentury piano concerto is construed as a complex web of transmission, on which the concerti of Mozart have a relatively limited impact before 1820; at best, we have to regard their reception as one geographically and chronologically variable thread among manifold, interacting parallel histories, each of which requires its own theoretical framework. We can sketch such a framework for Field's concerti by drawing together first-movement characteristics of the London concerto from Dussek through Cramer and Steibelt to Moscheles and Bennett. At the level of large-scale function, it comprises the seven-part R^S succession R1^S1^R2^S2^R3^S3^R4, overlaid onto a sonata form with double exposition (R1 and S1). Both expositions modulate for their subordinate theme, although in R1 this modulation is cancelled before the soloist enters. The interaction of these two large-scale levels becomes less consistent in the form's later stages. How we locate the start of the development depends upon the character of R2: if R2 is entirely post-cadential within the closing key of S1, then the development begins with S2; if R2 modulates immediately and without substantial post-cadential reinforcement of S1's closing key, then R2 initiates the development; and if R2 divides into post-cadential and transitional segments, then the development properly begins where the R2 post-cadential material ends. Similarly, the recapitulation is sometimes initiated by R3, and sometimes by S3, in which case R3 has a retransitional function. Occasionally (as in Field's Concerto no. 3), R3 straddles the retransition and A-theme reprise. The recapitulation is sometimes truncated, either by significant shortening of A and TR, or by the omission of an inter-thematic function. Invariably, R4 is entirely post-cadential and closes the movement without the intervention of a cadenza. 89 At the inter-thematic level, distinctive expositional features include R1/S1 A divergence and B correspondence, and the ternary R1 and bipartite S1 solo-entry designs considered above, as well as an increased proclivity for hybrid or compound formal-functional types in both A and B themes, allied to a propensity for singular rather than multi-part B groups (in other words, B themes expand rather than proliferate). Two development schemes become standardized: a three-part pre-core^corer etransition model, in which the pre-core is a cantabile episode, the core is a display episode, and the retransition is either a display episode or else R3; a five-part variant, in which the core consists of two display episodes framing a B-theme episode. In general, the London-school affiliation of topic and inter-thematic function is more rigid than in Mozart's concerti: the bipartite S1 A almost always reflects bravura and cantabile topical attitudes successively; solo transitions, closing sections and the development core are usually brillant display episodes. Correspondence with Viennese precedent is clearer in the form's tonal and harmonic properties, chiefly the structural primacy of I^V and i^III contrasts, which persist amid functional, topical, and 89 Pace Botstein's assertion that 'a crucial feature of practically all nineteenth-century concertos was the cadenza, usually placed immediately before the close of the first movement, after the orchestra pauses on a dominant or a 64 '; see Botstein, 'The 19th Century', 255. Composers generally dispensed with the cadenza, or else modified its context and function. Field employed it once, in Concerto no. 5, where it appears briefly in the middle of the recapitulation C section. Otherwise, the cadenza was abandoned by Dussek in 1791 and his example was followed by Cramer, Steibelt, Hummel, Czerny, Ries, Moscheles, Kalkbrenner, Herz, Weber, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Bennett, Alkan, Hiller, Henselt, and others. In this respect, Beethoven's expansion of the cadenza in its Mozartian location in concerti nos. 1^4 is historically anomalous; his contraction of it in the 'Emperor' in fact brought him belatedly in step with contemporary trends. Tovey's comment that Beethoven had here 'for the first time, forbidden extemporisation' is thus entirely misleading. See Tovey, 'Beethoven: Pianoforte Concerto in E b , Op. 58', in Essays in Musical Analysis, iii. 86. rhetorical innovations, and the cadential articulation of functional divisions, which if anything becomes less flexible than Mozart's practice and consistently reinforces the music's topical discourse.
Intersections of this paradigm with those developed for coeval histories afford the opportunity to make broader theoretical assertions and trace patterns of reception. Schumann's response to Field is a significant example; Sterndale Bennett's marriage of the London model with Mozartian and Mendelssohnian influences constitutes another fruitful line of enquiry. Yet such points of contact will not be visible at all if we cleave to the habit of inductively inferring normative models from prestigious but isolated Mozartian cases, before deductively assessing the repertory in general as either confirming or 'deforming' those models.
Attempts to temper what Alexander Ringer has called 'the nationalistic fallacy' behind Austrocentric notions of late classicism are hardly novel. 90 Reorientations towards London have been periodically proffered, most substantially by Anselm Gerhard, who proposes a wholesale English reformulation of the concept of musical classicism, taking Clementi's piano sonatas as core repertory. 91 This revisionism has, however, had little impact on the mainstream of formal theory, which at least in its transatlantic variant continues to erect generalized conceptual frameworks derived predominantly from the focal repertory of the nineteenth-century pedagogical canon. But if the postmodern suspicion of historical master narratives is to be taken at all seriously (and few today would argue for a vulgar-modernist notion of musical progress), then we need to absorb thoroughly its implications for theory. In this sense, an Anglocentric model of classicism, while provocative, fails to address the essential problem, which is the very notion of a centre itself: there is no 'true concerto', as Tovey puts it. We require, in other words, not only a de-centred concept of history, but also a de-centred theory of form, which allows localized repertories to dictate their own frames of reference and maps relations between them as instances of intertextuality.
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In such circumstances, Field's piano concerti may at last be allowed, theoretically, to speak for themselves.
ABSTRACT
Despite the prominent status John Field's seven piano concerti enjoyed during his lifetime, lingering complaints of formal incompetence have combined with the critique of virtuosity and collusion between Formenlehre and Austrocentric conceptions of canon to guarantee their subsequent marginality. This essay re-evaluates these works as a platform for critiquing recent trends in Formenlehre. It contrasts the development of the theory of concerto first-movement form out of the reception of Mozart's piano concerti with the localized influence Mozart exerted over the genre's development in the early nineteenth century. Situating designs in Field's concerti that diverge from Mozartian norms within a practice evolving in London in the last decade of the eighteenth century, I call for a more historically nuanced formal theory, arguing that our persisting habit of theorizing concerto first-movement form in relation to a dominant Mozartian archetype misrepresents a large proportion of the subsequent repertory.
